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Groundbreaking Kicks Off Construction of $180M
Pediatrics Tower at UMMC

Confetti rained down and cheers went
up recently as patients joined leaders in
medicine and government to break ground
for a $180 million new pediatrics tower at
the University of Mississippi Medical Center.
Gov. Phil Bryant has participated in
many such ceremonies, he said, “but none
like this. None of those facilities are the
places of miracles, but this is.”
“This one,” said Mississippi
Commissioner of Higher Education Glenn
Boyce, “is special.”
The seven-story, 340,000-squarefoot tower to be built adjacent to Batson
Children’s Hospital will house a state-ofthe art neonatal intensive care unit with
private rooms, additional pediatric intensive
care unit rooms and surgical suites and an
imaging center designed for children. The
Children’s Heart Center, representing the
Medical Center’s pediatric cardiovascular
program, will also call the new building
home.
The tower’s opening is planned for
August 2020. Children’s of Mississippi
leaders anticipate recruiting 30-40 new
physicians in the next five years as the
facility is built and after it is opened, since
it will provide additional capacity. At a
minimum, about 50-75 staff positions, not
including physicians, would be added after
construction.
“We have outstanding physicians and
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the best staff, and they have a passion
for caring for patients,” said Dr. LouAnn
Woodward, vice chancellor for health affairs
and dean of the School of Medicine. “What
we need now are the facilities to match that
quality of care.”
“The time has come,” she said, “for a
transformation.”
The construction is funded in part
through the Campaign for Children’s of
Mississippi, a philanthropic effort launched
in 2016 with co-chairs Joe Sanderson Jr.,

board chairman and CEO of Sanderson
Farms, and his wife Kathy making a
personal $10 million pledge.
Friends of Children’s Hospital, a
nonprofit dedicated to raising funds for
Batson Children’s Hospital, followed that
with a $20 million pledge later that year.
Children’s of Mississippi is the umbrella
organization that includes Batson Children’s
Hospital and all UMMC pediatric care
throughout the state.
The Campaign has raised more than $60

Hundreds of state leaders, philanthropists, medical professionals, patients and their families listen as Dr.
LouAnn Woodward, vice chancellor for health affairs and dean of the School of Medicine, speaks during
the groundbreaking ceremony.

million toward its $100 million goal so far,
a result Woodward calls “an outpouring of
love and support that runs deep and wide
across all of Mississippi.”
“The fact that this groundbreaking is
happening less than two years after the
launch of the Campaign for Children’s
of Mississippi shows how much we as
Mississippians value our children and their
health and how generous the people of this
state are,” Joe Sanderson said. “We have a
world-class medical team here, but they do
not have resources to match their skill. The
opening of this children’s tower will mean
better outcomes for our children, but also
better research, more top doctors coming to
Mississippi and more jobs.
“This project is not just for the children
who need it today,” he said. “It’s for future
generations and is part of a strategic longterm plan for Mississippi’s future.”
Said Kathy Sanderson: “When we see
the completed children’s tower, and walk
through its doors the first time, I think the
emotions will be overwhelming. All of
the children in our state can come to this
hospital and get the kind of care that any
parent or grandparent would want for their
children.”
Megan Bell of Pearl couldn’t agree more.
The Bells’ oldest daughter, Avery, was born
with the chromosomal condition Turner’s
Syndrome in 2009, and shortly after her
birth, a related congenital heart defect
was detected. Avery was taken to Batson
Children’s Hospital for surgery at one week
old.

Joe Sanderson Jr. and wife Kathy celebrate the coming construction of a new seven-story children’s
tower adjacent to Batson Children’s Hospital.
“The doctors, nurses and various staff
members at Batson always explained
everything and were kind and loving to us
through it all,” Bell said. “The PICU nurses
deemed Avery the ‘Princess of the PICU’
because she was the tiniest and toughest of
patients at that time. At Batson, we always
felt like Avery was a top priority, and we feel
the care she received gave her the fastest and
best recovery she could have experienced.”
Avery, now 8, sees multiple Children’s
of Mississippi specialists who keep her
healthy, but she also attends school and
loves gymnastics, singing, dancing and
playing with her friends and siblings Bryce
and Milly Jean.
“The comfort of knowing Avery can

receive the specialized care she needs in
our hometown gives us great comfort as
parents,” Bell said. “We are very thankful for
our state’s only children’s hospital, and we
literally don’t know where we’d be without
it.”
“I’m from Mississippi,” said Natchez
native Dr. Mary Taylor, professor and Suzan
B. Thames Chair of Pediatrics, and as of
today, chair of the Department of Pediatrics
at UMMC, “and this hospital means more
to me than you know. This new hospital
tower will be transformational for the
children of Mississippi.
“This is what the children of Mississippi
need,” she said, “and what the children of
Mississippi deserve.”
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Great coach, great friend
For nearly four decades, MRC therapeutic recreation director
Ginny Boydston has enriched the lives of aspiring athletes
community,” said John Berret of Madison,
a national boccia ball champion. “Sports
gets you out, and getting out helps you get
better as far as adapting to your disability.
Ginny lets everyone do what they can, but
she pushes you to do it yourself and be
independent.”
Certainly she’s a role model for selfsufficiency. At age 18, the New York native
had the chutzpah to move more than
1,000 miles away from family and friends
for college at the Mississippi University for
Women in Columbus, Miss.
“I was looking for a smaller school,”
Boydston said. “And my high school
Spanish teacher from Columbus said I
Ginny Boydston shares some coaching strategy with quad rugby players, from left, Jim Chaney, John
should try Mississippi and see what the
Adam Long, DeJuan Surrell and Will Lamkin.
South is all about. The adventurer and
By Susan Christensen
traveler
I am, I came down and spent
“She’ll say it’s just her job, but you can
Health and Research News Service
some
time
with her. We looked all around,
tell through her actions it means more
and
she
fed
me Southern food and it
than that,” said Joey Brinson of Florence,
was
a
marriage
made in heaven. I fell in
Tennis great Arthur Ashe said: “Start
a two-time Paralympic wheelchair fencer
love
with
the
people,
the cuisine and the
where you are. Use what you have. Do
who got his start at MRC. “She sits and
humidity.”
what you can.”
watches us get credit for what we do, but
Boydston enrolled at her teacher’s alma
That quote is displayed outside
she’s the one who should be recognized.
mater
to study physical education. But it
Ginny Boydston’s office at Methodist
Without her, a lot of people like me
was
time
spent volunteering with some
Rehabilitation Center in Jackson. And it’s a wouldn’t be doing what we do.”
special
needs
students that turned her
philosophy she’s followed since arriving at
“There’s no telling how many lives she
toward
a
career
in therapeutic recreation.
the Jackson hospital almost 40 years ago.
has enriched and gotten back into the
“I
fell
in
love
with it,” she said. “I
She started with a blank slate.
found
myself
giving and receiving.”
Used every resource she could find.
After
graduating
from MUW,
And accomplished what few might
she
earned
a
master’s
degree in
have imagined in Mississippi—the
therapeutic
recreation
at what
creation of a nationally recognized
is
now
Memphis
University.
As
adaptive sports program at MRC.
she
sent
out
resumes,
her
goal
Over the years, the Jackson
was to get a recreational therapy
resident has introduced people
position somewhere in the south.
with physical disabilities to water
Meanwhile, she took a post at a suit
and snow skiing, boccia ball, quad
manufacturing plant in Tupelo, where
rugby, sled hockey, handcycling,
she definitely impressed the top brass.
triathloning, rock climbing, scuba
“They offered me a promotion,” she
diving, hunting, fishing and
said. “But when I got the call from
wheelchair fencing, racing, tennis,
Methodist, I said yes, yes, yes. I was so
soccer, basketball and softball. And
excited.”
she just added para powerlifting and
Boydston spent her first years at
marksmanship shooting to the list.
MRC working in the therapy gym
Recently named a Healthcare Hero
with patients who had arthritis or a
by the Mississippi Business Journal,
stroke, brain or spinal cord injury.
Boydston is quick to share the credit
“Wheelchair racing was the first
with MRC and other supporters. But
Native New Yorker Ginny Boydston shares her love of
sport I attempted to coach,” she said.
fans say she’s the driving force behind snow skiing with Jim Chaney at the Breckinridge Outdoor
“The MRC Ladies Auxiliary raised
the program’s success.
Education Center in Colorado.
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the money for my first racing
all the red tape behind the scenes.”
wheelchair. I had to learn the
On any given day, that might
equipment and teach patients how
mean hauling equipment to
to use it correctly.”
practice sites. Making travel plans
An early adopter of the sport,
for national or international
Wiley Clark of Moss Point, said he
tournaments or soliciting grant
got involved to enjoy recreational
funding from organizations such
activities with his children. “I just
as the Mississippi Department of
got into it because my kids were
Rehabilitation Services, Mississippi
getting old enough to be riding
Paralysis Association, Challenged
bicycles, and I wanted to be able
Athletes Foundation and the Neilsen
to play with them,” Clark said. “I
Foundation.
guess it kind of snowballed from
At Methodist, Boydston works
there.”
mainly with spinal cord injury
A quadriplegic, Clark became
Ginny Boydston shares a celebratory moment with gold medal
patients. And she says the newly
a three-time Paralympian in
boccia ball players, from left, DeJuan Surrell and John Berret.
injured are often unreceptive at first.
wheelchair racing. And he was just
“It takes a period of time for them
the first of Boydston’s recruits to compete
to realize they can still do whatever they
stores starting when I was 13 years old.”
in the Olympic-style competition for the
want,” she said.
But after Boydston got Lavender
physically disabled.
And once they do, Boydston is quick to
interested in wheelchair racing in 1990,
Brinson and Ryan Estep of Florence
come up with a game plan.
he’s been a willing participant in most of
were on the U.S. Wheelchair Fencing Team her programs—even ballet.
“She’s the type of a person if she
in 2012. And Brinson was part of the U.S.
“I didn’t want to be laughed at,” he said. doesn’t have the kind of activity someone
crew again in 2016. Boydston also made
“But most anything she comes up with, I’m wants to do, she’ll find it for them,”
the trip to the London and Rio de Janeiro
Brinson said. “Fencing has taken me all
glad to experiment with it. She’s not only a
Paralympics as team manager of the U.S.
over the world, and I was introduced to
great coach, but a great friend.”
Wheelchair Fencing Team. And she counts
the sport by a clinic Ginny set up. She’s
And there’s nobody better at taking
the experience, as “a career high.”
very good at what she does and you can
care of business, Brinson said. “She makes
“It went beyond anything I could
tell she loves it.”
everything as easy as possible. She handles
imagine,” she said. “I always wanted the
opportunity to be part of the Paralympics,
but never did I think it would be in the
capacity I am in today.”
As much as Boydston enjoys her role at
international competitions, she’s not one
to focus all her efforts on elite athletes.
She’s just as happy to introduce sports to
newbies like DeJuan Surrell of Jackson.
Growing up with cerebral palsy,
Surrell never had the chance to play
sports until he joined MRC’s quad
rugby team. Now, he’s also a wheelchair
fencer and recently shared the national
spotlight with Berret as half of MRC’s
award-winning boccia ball team. “She
definitely taught me a lot of sports and it
has meant a lot,” Surrell said.
Randy Lavender of Tupelo is another
who became an athlete after meeting
Boydston. “I didn’t get into sports until
From left, Ryan Estep, Shaquille Vance, Ginny Boydston and Joey Brinson take a picture for posterity at
after my car accident,” he said. “I was
the 2012 Paralympic Games in London.
not athletic because I worked in grocery
7

The Right Place at the Right Time

Brought Back from Death after Cardiac Arrest

If there’s ever a good place to go into cardiac arrest, Dave
Bragg found it inside the OCH Healthplex, across from the
Cardiac Rehab department and steps away from the automated
external defibrillator (AED). Bragg said Monday, December 18
was just like any other day at the OCH Wellness Connection
where he routinely rides for 20-miles on a stationary bike.
“My smart watch shows [red dots] where I started riding
the bike at 3:26 p.m., and at about 3:50 p.m., it goes to black.
That’s when I hit the ground,” said Bragg.
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Starkville Firemen Ashley McClain and Brian Clark were
working out at the Wellness Connection and grabbed the AED
off the wall to shock Bragg’s heart and began CPR.
About a mile down the road, OCH EMS Assistant Director
Shedrick Hogan was working at the fire station when he heard
the code called at the Wellness Connection. Hogan said he had
just gotten back from the hospital and knew all the paramedics
were out on calls.
“Lieutenant Harris and I jumped in the fire truck to go to
the hospital, and he dropped me off at the ambulance bay,”
said Hogan, who has 23 years of experience in EMS. “When I
drove the ambulance to the Wellness Connection, they brought
Dave out on a stretcher while doing chest compressions. I
hooked him up to the cardiac monitor in the ambulance and
saw that he had a shockable rhythm and was able to get a
pulse. I told one of the guys to jump in the front and drive us
to the hospital.”
Bragg experienced ventricular fibrillation, a cardiac rhythm
disturbance that occurs when the lower chambers of the heart
quiver and don’t pump blood, causing cardiac arrest.
“It was awesome that they shocked his heart so quickly
because studies show early defibrillation is what saves lives.
The heart is in a quivering motion so the shock helps the heart
restart itself,” explained Hogan.
Bragg, who is 58, had one stent put in and spent four days
in the hospital. On his way home from the hospital, he made a
stop by the Wellness Connection to tell everyone “thank you,”
and later made a special trip to the fire department to meet the
firemen who saved his life.
“The firemen are the true heroes. They’re the reason I’m still
here today. I can’t thank them enough, and I couldn’t have
asked for a better team to take care of me that day,” said Bragg.
Bragg now has a more sophisticated device than his smart
watch to track his heart rate. He has a blue tooth defibrillator.
Each night, a device on his night stand reads his defibrillator
and sends a report to his cardiologists.
“It’s nothing but insurance. I don’t have the pacemaker any
more, and there’s no damage to the heart that they can see,”
said Bragg.
Both of Bragg’s parents passed away of congestive heart
failure, and knowing he has a family history of heart disease,
he’s always made a conscious effort to live an active lifestyle.
In fact, every time he saw OCH Cardiac Rehab Director Jordan
Vance inside the OCH Healthplex, he would joke that he was
exercising to stay out of her department. Now, Bragg is one of
Vance’s patients in the cardiac rehab program.
“We can work as hard as we want to, but we cannot
control an anatomical problem or genetic factor. That’s why
it’s so important to start at a young age and be as proactive

as possible with nutrition, exercise,
regular check-ups, taking medications as
prescribed, avoiding risk factor behavior
like smoking and sedentary lifestyles,”
explained Vance.
“I never thought I’d be in cardiac
rehab. That’s why I always rode the
bike,” said Bragg who sometimes finds
it difficult to work out at a slower pace.
“Jordan always tells me, ‘don’t be in a
hurry.’”
“We want him to safely get back to
normal instead of just jumping back in
full speed. It’s a process he has to go
through to give his body time to heal
and make sure his heart is safe and that
he is safe,” said Vance.
OCH’s Cardiac Rehabilitation
Program is a supervised education and
exercise program for those who have
experienced illness associated with
cardiovascular disease, including chest
pain, heart failure, heart attack, coronary
bypass surgery, angioplasty, stents, valve
surgery and heart transplant. Vance said
part of the program’s goal is to help the
patients and their caregivers adjust to a
new lifestyle.
“It’s easy for patients to feel
bombarded with medications, a new
diet and exercise program, so we want
to support them so that they’re not
overwhelmed. We encourage them to
make small changes they can stick with
because many times when patients try to
change everything at once, they go back
to their old ways,” said Vance.
Bragg is quickly meeting his goals in
cardiac rehab—he’s already maxed out
the 10 pound weight on the dumbbells,
20 minutes on the treadmill, 10 minutes
on the arm ergometer and now on level
six out of 10 on the NuStep machine.
“Cardiac Rehab has been very helpful.
They monitor you while you exercise.
They told me I have to graduate before
I can go back out there [Wellness
Connection] and work out on the
machines,” laughed Bragg. “The whole

crew over here at the Healthplex is just
like over at the main hospital. The staff is
wonderful, and they go out of their way
to help you.”
Vance said if there’s anything she
wants people to take away from Bragg’s
story is for people to become CPR
certified or at least learn how to perform
hands-only CPR.

“You can save a life by knowing how
to perform CPR,” said Vance. “That is
definitely what saved Dave’s life.”
To learn how to perform handsonly CPR, visit cpr.heart.org. For more
information on OCH Regional Medical
Center’s Cardiac Rehab Program, visit
och.org/cardiac-rehab.
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Novel treatment
could protect, rescue
damaged kidneys
It’s been decades since a new
pharmaceutical for kidney disease has
crossed the threshold into patient care.
Now, a team of scientists have put their
foot in the door.
A study published in the journal
Science shows that a new experimental
drug rescues damaged kidney cells in
two animal models of renal disease.
Harvard Medical School scientists led the
international team, including University of
Mississippi Medical Center researchers, in
making the discovery.
Dr. Anna Greka, a physician-scientist at
Harvard Medical School and Brigham and
Women’s Hospital, led the study. Her lab
enlisted the help of Dr. Michael Garrett,
UMMC professor of pharmacology and
toxicology, to conduct a key confirmatory
experiment.
“This study is a great example of
collaborative science,” Garrett said. “We
were able to fulfill a need.”
And for patients with renal disease,
there’s a substantial need.
“For the past 40 to 50 years, there have
been no drug discoveries for progressive,
chronic kidney diseases,” Greka said.
These diseases affect hundreds of millions
of people worldwide, contributing to the
deaths of more than 40,000 Americans
each year.
For this particular study, her lab used
a transgenic rat model that develops a
rare, genetic form of kidney disease. A
molecular chain reaction that occurs in
this model creates a “vicious cycle,” Greka
said, which leads to the destruction of
specialized cells called podocytes. Footlike extensions stemming from these
cells surround small blood vessels and
help filter blood through the kidneys.
Prolonged damage to podocytes may lead
to chronic kidney disease or renal failure,
and their loss is irreversible.
“If the podocytes die, they are gone
forever,” Greka said.
Their lab found that an experimental
drug, called AC1903, targets the cycle by
10

inhibiting a particular protein, breaking
the chain reaction. After treatment, rats
with progressive kidney damage had a
higher number of podocytes and decreased
amounts of protein in their urine, a marker
of recovered kidney function.
However, Greka needed to know if
the treatment worked in another more
common model of kidney disease. That’s
when she contacted UMMC’s Garrett, who
studies the genetics of hypertension and
kidney disease.
“Two-thirds of people with chronic
kidney disease also have hypertension or
diabetes,” Garrett said. “Most of the current
pharmacological approaches to treating
renal disease focus on these underlying
causes, but no drugs work directly on
protecting or restoring kidney cells.”
The Garrett lab tested AC1903 in Dahl
salt-sensitive rats, which develop high blood
pressure and severe kidney damage when
fed a high-sodium diet.
“The Harvard scientists were interested
in using this model,” said Ashley Johnson,
a scientist in Garrett’s lab. She conducted
a series of experiments designed to learn if
the compound had similar effects on kidney
damage resulting from hypertension.
After treatment, Johnson and Garrett
observed decreased proteinuria and
increased podocyte numbers, consistent
with the results found at Harvard.
“It’s encouraging to find the answer you
expected,” Johnson said.
Both of these models show signs of
focal segmental glomerulosclerosis, a form
of scarring that is a leading cause of kidney

failure in humans. Even though the damage
has different causes – one inherited, one
acquired through other diseases – AC1903
appears to work in both cases. This is
important because many instances of renal
disease have multiple causes.
“Genetics can increase a person’s
susceptibility to kidney damage, but other
conditions like hypertension and diabetes
can exacerbate the risk,” Garrett said.
“If this potential therapeutic becomes
a treatment, combining it with another
medication like an anti-hypertensive drug
could be an effective approach to treating
forms of kidney disease,” he said.
Both Garrett and Greka expressed
positive experience with their collaboration,
keeping open possibilities for future work
together.
In regards to AC1903, there’s still plenty
of work to do, even after several years of
study. The next steps, Greka said, are to
conduct further pre-clinical testing to gauge
toxicity and to create more effective, druglike versions. Eventually, she hopes to see
it in human clinical trials. However, the
finding is already a huge step forward in a
field with limited recent progress.
“We are able to show that this small
molecule can treat kidney disease from
multiple causes,” Greka said. “This is
transformational work.”
Investigators from the Gachon University
in South Korea, Heidelberg University in
Germany, Charles A. Drew University in
California and the University of Nebraska
Medical Center also contributed to the
research.

LACK OF EYE CONTACT IS A SIGN OF AUTISM.
Learn the others at autismspeaks.org/signs
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Alex Mullen’s Memory, Again,
Holds All The Cards

Alex Mullen decks another array of cards.

Alex Mullen rarely forgets a face –
especially if it’s in a deck of cards, whose
random sequence he can memorize in less
time than it takes to floss.
He rarely forgets a number – he has
memorized more than 3,200 of them in less
time than it takes to watch a third of “The
Titanic.”
He rarely forgets “historical” events–
even if there are more than 130 of them
and they’re all phony, such as: “Monkey
Lands on the Moon!” – which he has
mustered in less time than it takes to
unload the dishwasher.
Mullen, now a third-year medical
student who was crowned the 2015 and
2016 World Memory Champion in China
and Singapore, has been making even
more memories ever since by appearing
as a guest on national TV news and game
shows, being judged by boxer Mike Tyson,
starting a memory tutorial website and
co-authoring a scholarly work on study tips
with wife Cathy Chen, regaling interviewers
from the likes of The New Yorker and The
Washington Post, learning how to be a
doctor, learning how to speak Chinese,
walking his dog, eating guacamole with
friends, and winning his third consecutive
international competitive memory title by
setting four world records.
“I did about as well as I could
have hoped for,” said Mullen, 25, for
12

whom, unfortunately, there is no World
Understatement Championship in the
offing.
The Oxford native who entered the
School of Medicine in 2014 this time took
his talents to the first–ever International
Association of Memory (IAM) World
Memory Championship, formed by
organizers unhappy with the direction of
the outfit whose title Mullen had captured
the previous two years: the WMSC World
Memory Championships, which has a
foothold in China and recognizes its own
champion.
Although some of the world’s best
memory athletes remained with the WMSC,
Mullen saw many depart for the IAM; the
card whiz followed suit. The December
championship attracted 111 competitors,
according to the overall results.
At any rate, during the IAM contest,
held Dec. 1-3 in Indonesia, he outdid
a competitor who is surely one of the
toughest he has ever faced: himself. Three
of the four records he broke in Jakarta’s
Mercure Convention Centre Ancol were his
own. Among the IAM competitors, he is
now ranked No. 1 in the world.
“We’re all so proud of Alex’s success and
how eager he’s been to help others,” said
Dr. Jerry Clark, UMMC chief student affairs
office and associate dean for student affairs
in the School of Medicine. “It’s been so

exciting to follow his journey related to the
memory challenge.”
This time it was a journey of more than
10,000 miles. Accompanying Mullen on
his adventure in Indonesia’s capital were
Cathy Chen, 26, also an M3 and Oxford
native; his parents Alison Mullen and Dr.
Chris Mullen, an associate professor of civil
engineering at the University of Mississippi;
and the powerful “memory palace”
techniques Mullen had mined from Joshua
Foer’s book “Moonwalking with Einstein:
The Art and Science of Remembering
Everything.”
Certainly, in Mullen’s hands, and
brain, the book’s title is a clear case of
truth-in-advertising. In Jakarta, on his way
to amassing the greatest number of total
competition points, he broke records in:
Five-minute number memorization: 568
numbers (old record: 520)
60-minute digit memorization: 3,238
digits (old record: 3,029)
Speed card memorization (memorize
a card deck sequence): 15.61 seconds (old
record: 16.96)
Five-minute “historic” dates (memorize
fictional events): 133 dates (old record:
132)
For all but that last event, Mullen had
held the previous record, meaning he set
new benchmarks in 40 percent of IAM’s
10 competition categories. He also recalled
correctly 268 words after 15 minutes; 303
spoken numbers; and 5,235 binary digits
after 30 minutes. He scored 295 points in
the Five-Minute Random Image match.
“I always enjoy watching Alex compete,”
Chen said. “There are few experiences more
exhilarating that watching those you love
immersed and thriving in their passions.”
In Jakarta, his passion helped the United
States team take silver, second only to
Team Mongolia’s gold. Beyond his latest
victory, Mullen also turned 2016 on its ear,
winning the IAM European Open Memory
Championship and the IAM US Open.
It’s no secret how Mullen has become
perhaps the world’s greatest PEZ dispenser
of flawlessly remembered randomized
ephemera. He and Chen share his methods
on the website they co-founded, https://
mullenmemory.com.

“Alex got into memory techniques out of
curiosity, but we quickly realized they could
be adapted as learning tools,” Chen said.
Mullen’s mind-honing skills are
a godsend to M1s and M2s, who are
consigned to a memorization hell involving
names and functions of antibiotics, bacteria
and bones. Although the aids are somewhat
less useful for M3s, Mullen said, “I’m still
drawing on material I learned my second
year.”
And others are drawing on his expertise.
“Now, Alex and I devote our time outside
of medical school to our non-profit Mullen
Memory,” Chen said, “which translates and
teaches high-level memory techniques to
the everyday learner.
“Since we’re married and go to school
together, we can constantly bounce around
new ideas.”
Mullen Memory features videos
describing a memory palace construction
site, in which your mind stores images,
numbers, etc., in a physical location of
your choosing. They are attached to the
“furniture” or “loci” within your memory
manse.
The approach exploits humans’ gift
for spatial memory. The palaces don’t
have to be structures; they can be routes
through a familiar neighborhood or an
invented one. They can be a “mythical
creature,” as “Moonwalking” explains. The
key is creating scenery that is unique and
unforgettable.
Mullen swears that anyone can learn
this, and many have – although not many
as well as he has.
But that’s not what impresses Chen
most about her husband. “I’m even more
inspired by how I see him live every day
— with hard work and humility,” she said.
“He inspires me to pursue my passions in
the same way.”
The couple took a gap year from
medical school to, among other things,
focus on their website. During that time
they responded to an invitation from Dr.
Tao Le, the editor-in-chief of “First Aid,” the
standardized test prep series of books.
For the 2018 edition, Mullen and Chen
wrote four pages titled “Effective Learning
Strategies,” tailored to students preparing
to take the first part of the United States
Medical Licensing Exam (“First Aid for the
USMLE Step 1”).
Mullen believes a CNN.com piece
from March of 2017, “Hack your brain to
remember almost anything,” prompted the

invitation from Le. That year, he was also
one of four memory mavens vying on Fox’s
“Superhuman,” whose judges included
Mike Tyson and singer/actor Christina
Milian. Mullen’s task was to memorize
a deck of card sequence in about half-aminute.
In a network online video of that
episode, he seems, at one point, to have
misplaced some of his mental furniture.
But – spoiler alert – he wins the audience,
the contest and $50,000. The sum is
greater than any he ever took home from a

memory championship.
“Usually, you hope to cover the cost
of the trip,” he said. Those who don’t
know him well might wonder, then, if
he’s considering retiring, especially since
he has little left to prove in the world of
competitive memorization.
“It’s still fun for me,” he said,
“especially the faster events – the speed
cards, the five-minute events. I don’t think
I’ll ever train quite as hard as I once did,
but I’ll try to challenge myself to improve
on those.”
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The three signs of a great nursing home

By Scott Burns

No matter where you come from, how much money you
have, or how beautiful your grandchildren are, one thing is
certain: we all get older. As a Social Services Director at a long
term care facility, I get a lot of questions from friends or family
that are looking for long term care options for a parent – or for
themselves.
You are hiring a team of people to do an important job:
provide care for what should be the most relaxing time of life.
Every senior care professional says, ‘they treat your family like
it’s their family’ – and they should. Where I work, Walter B.
Crook Nursing Facility at North Sunflower Medical Center,
we take enormous pride in creating a caring environment
with a wonderful staff that treats everyone the way we want
our parents to be treated. But in many ways, caring about the
people you care for should be a basic requirement, not a selling
feature.
Fear of making the wrong choice can create stress and
anxiety that leaves your heart tied in knots. Here are a few
things I tell people to look for in a long term care facility to
help them know quickly and easily which is going to be right
place for them:

1. Cleanliness. Sounds simple, but believe me, it matters. I

am a clean freak, and so are the people I work with. Our
environmental services “Clean-Team” is always dusting
the tops of picture frames and wiping the undersides of
tables. From the moment you walk in, check the corners,
notice the smells, and look under the furniture. A spotless
facility shows me they sweat the details – because how are
you going to keep the bedding fresh if you can’t keep the
entryway clean?

2. Private Rooms. Would you share a hotel room with
a person you barely know? Even for just one night?
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Absolutely not. Then why would you consider sleeping
in the same room with a relative stranger for months – or
even years? Our facility has 60 rooms and 60 beds. We
never have more than 60 residents. Keeping it that simple
eliminates more headaches than you can imagine. We never
have to worry about pairing a light sleeper with a heavy
snorer; a talker with a thinker; or a loud TV watcher with a
quiet book reader. Beyond that, we also know our therapy
spaces will never be overcrowded, and all the games and
activities designed to keep you mentally and physically fit
will always be open to everyone.

3. Outdoor Space. It’s no secret, people operate better with

a little fresh air and some sunshine. But taking a walk in
the park, or going out in the back yard will not always be
as easy as it seems. When I tour a facility, I want to see
an easily accessible court yard and big windows to let the
natural light fill a room, even when it’s too hot – or too
cold – to go outside. At Walter B Crook Nursing Facility, we
keep the North Sunflower Medical Center landscapers busy,
continuously trimming, planting and re-potting greenery to
give our courtyard a fresh, inviting place for our residents to
sit in the fresh air and relax with a bit of sunshine.

Of course, there are dozens of factors to consider,
including staff to patient ratios, access to a nearby hospital,
specialty therapists, individualized care options and others.
My experience, however, is that if you keep an eye on the
three things you can see, there is a very good chance the
professionals running that facility are also closely watching
the multitude of vitally important standards of care that you
cannot.
If you’d like to see a good example of what I’m talking
about, you’re always welcome to stop by the Walter B. Crook
Nursing Home in Ruleville. We’d love to show you around.

Stroke Success Story

November 2nd, 2017 was a
typical day for Hazlehurst native,
Rita McElveen. She and her husband
of 44 years, Doug, woke up and
proceeded with their normal morning
routine: sipping coffee, discussing their
day and listening to the morning news.
“Doug left early that morning and I
remember feeling like everything was
dim. I also felt a little light headed so
I walked up and down the hallway to
make sure I wasn’t going to fall” Rita
stated. “I finished getting ready for
work and drove myself to the bank.
When I got to my office, I reached for
the door knob that I have unlocked
with the same key every day of my
career and I could not unlock the lock.
I thought to myself, I am either having
a stroke or I have a brain tumor. I
knew I had to get help right away. I
called my doctor, Randy Hankins, told
him what was happening and he told
me to go straight to Copiah County
Medical Center.”

Rita McElveen, a healthy, active
woman, was having a stroke. During
a stroke, minutes can predict your
life. According to the American Heart
Association, from the onset of signs
and symptoms to the treatment
protocol, there is an intervention
window of 3-4 hours to have the best
outcome for recovery. At the 8:37
a.m., Mrs. McElveen walked into
CCMC Emergency Department where
she was checked into the ER and
triaged. Her vital signs were stable,
but she exhibited the classic stroke
signs and symptoms: facial droop,
unsteady while walking, and slurred
speech. The ER team immediately
followed the stroke protocol and at
8:44 a.m., Mrs. McElveen was having
a CT scan of her brain to determine
if she was having a stroke. Dr.
Bob Gannaway, confirmed the
type of stroke she was having and
continued to follow the protocol.
“At 64 years old, not having

diabetes, high blood pressure or
high cholesterol, I was having a
potentially life threatening stroke.
I was given a medication that’s job
was to dissolve the blood clot in my
brain. And boy did it! I remember
trying to touch my nose with my
index finger – at that point, I was
unable. Moments later when I tried
again, it was a miracle. I was able
to touch my nose, lift my arm,
and speak clearly. The medication
WORKED and I was going to be
OK! Without Dr. Gannaway, Chris,
Maggie and the rest of the staff at
Copiah County Medical Center, my
story might have had a different,
more tragic outcome. Today, I am
working, gardening, and enjoying my
family, but mostly, I am thankful for
modern medicine, our local hospital
and another day to enjoy life. Don’t
ignore the signs and symptoms and
get help quickly”
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MSH Hosts Program on
Community-Based Services

By Mike Christensen

Mississippi State Hospital and
the Department of Mental Health
hosted on Nov. 1 a group of
officials from the Region 8 (Rankin,
Madison, Copiah, Lincoln and
Simpson Counties) and Region 9
(Hinds County) catchment areas
for a program on new communitybased services MSH is partnering in.
Members of the Legislature
from those two regions as well as
sheriffs and Circuit and Chancery
Court judges and clerks were
invited to attend the event titled
“Collaboration, Innovations and
Progress in Mental Health Services.”
“Today, we are serving what we
hope will be good food and good
news,” said MSH Director James
Chastain.
Presentations were given on:

• a planned communitybased Supervised Living
program;

• a recent forensic
community-based competency
evaluation workshop; and

• jail-based competence
restoration services that were
implemented in two counties
in July.
Presenters included: Emile Craig,
Director of Administration, Region
8 Mental Health Services; Kambria
Thompson, Assistant Outpatient
Team Leader, Region 9 Behavioral
Health Services; Dr. Amanda
Gugliano, MSH Forensic Services;
Philip Gaines, Court Liaison, MSH
Forensic Services; Dr. Thomas
Recore, Forensic Psychiatrist, MSH
Forensic Services; and Major Mary
Rushing, Hinds County Detention
Center.
MSH, DMH and the Region 8
CMHC partnered in July in a pilot
program to implement jail-based
competence restoration services
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Maj. Mary Rushing of the Hinds County Detention Center

in Hinds and Madison counties.
The program already has produced
positive results.
“I’d tell any jail, ‘This is a
program that you need to have,’”
Rushing said.
Two Region 8 staff members,
who were trained by members of
the MSH Forensic Services staff, are
providing the services in the Hinds
and Madison detention centers.
These jail-based restoration services
can reduce the time an individual
might require as an inpatient at MSH
and can divert some individuals
from ever having to be admitted to
the hospital.
Three persons in Hinds County
to date have been restored to
competency and allowed to proceed
in their legal cases. The overall cost
savings already generated by this
program has exceeded the annual
expense of the program. In addition,
removing those three names from
the waiting list results in quicker

resource access for others in the
state.
Individuals receive therapy in
one-on-one and group settings, anger
management and anxiety reduction.
“This program has helped our
staff better manage them,” Rushing
said. “In the system, their mental
health can deteriorate while they are
in custody. This program is restoring
them to a level of competency. That
helps us a whole lot.”
In an effort to make pre-trial
competence evaluations more readily
available on a local level, MSH’s
Forensic Services staff recruited
participants for a training program in
August entitled “Community-Based
Forensic Screening Evaluations of
Competence to Stand Trial.”
“We were hoping to expand
the number of doctors who can
do competence to stand trial
evaluations,” Gugliano said.
Twenty-one licensed psychologists
and psychiatrists from around

A group shot of program participants that include leadership from DMH, MSH and its Forensic Services Unit and the Region 8 and 9 Community Mental
Health Centers as well as Sen. Sally Doty.

the state completed the training,
and Gugliano said the feedback
was very positive. Names of the
participants will be provided to court
administrators.
There is a backlog of defendants
in the Mississippi court system
awaiting pre-trial competence
evaluation, and there are few
licensed psychologists and
psychiatrists trained to perform
them. MSH has a lengthy waiting
list for pre-trial evaluation and
competence restoration services. A
larger pool of evaluators providing
community-based services could
help alleviate the backlog.
But Gugliano pointed out,
that does not solve the problem
of the relatively small number
of beds available for evaluation
and restoration services on MSH’s
Forensic Services unit.
MSH has been approved by
the Legislature for pre-planning of
renovation or replacement to the
Forensic Services building, which
was built in 1955 and contains
only 35 total beds, 15 of which are
available for restoration services.
“The problem is not unique
to us,” Gaines said of the scarcity
of forensic beds. But, he noted,

Mississippi has the fewest forensic
beds of any state in the country.
Gaines presented data that
showed the significant progress MSH
has made in the last two years in
trimming the numbers on the wait
list and reducing the waiting time for
evaluations and restorations.
MSH, DMH and the Region 8
and 9 CMHCs are collaborating
on a program to provide
community-based, Supervised
Living opportunities for individuals
currently receiving services at
MSH. The Arc of Mississippi has
begun the discovery process to
identify individuals that would be
appropriate candidates and who
desire to live in the community.
While the program is still in the
early stages of development, the
plan is for Region 8 and Region 9
to establish four-bed Supervised
Living homes that will be staffed by
trained mental health professionals
24 hours a day 7 days a week. In
addition to assisting the individuals
with basic activities of daily living in
their home, other services provided
by the CMHCs will include, but
not necessarily limited to, therapy,
community support services, doctor
and nursing services, medication

monitoring, 24/7 mobile crisis
response, crisis stabilization and
psychosocial rehabilitation.
Craig said one crucial aspect will
be educating the communities in
which the homes will be located
about the individuals involved and
the goals of the program.
“We understand there’s still a
stigma around individuals with a
mental illness, but we don’t want
that to prevent them from living in
the community,” he said. “We want
to make sure people understand
that the individuals in a Supervised
Living program will not only be
monitored by trained mental health
staff 24 hours a day, but will also
receive the full array of behavioral
health services available through
the CMHC. Based on the needs
of the individual, our goal is to
wrap the necessary services around
each person so that they have the
opportunity to live in the least
restrictive environment possible.”
The Region 8 CMHC encompasses
Copiah, Lincoln, Madison, Rankin
and Simpson counties and Region
9 is Hinds County. Other regional
community mental health centers in
the state are being approached about
participating in this program.
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Choreographing a comeback

Specialized therapy helps dance teacher overcome debilitating balance disorder

Melanie Creek, owner of Xpress Dance in Madison and Brandon, has been
dancing for more than 30 years.
By Susan Christensen
Health and Research News Service

As she leads her students at Xpress Dance in Madison,
Melanie Creek moves with grace and fluidity, the product of
more than 30 years of practice.
But back in July, she was more like a wobbly toddler taking
her first steps. “I couldn’t even walk straight,” she said. “It was
really scary and very frustrating.”
Creek’s problem was a debilitating balance disorder.
And the dancer credits physical therapist Susan Geiger for
choreographing her comeback.
“She was able to tell me why I was feeling the way I was
feeling. And it was refreshing to have someone understand my
symptoms,” Creek said. “There was a point I thought I was
going a little crazy.”
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At Methodist Outpatient Therapy in Flowood, Geiger is
specially trained to rehabilitate the vestibular system, a group
of sense organs that play a role in balance, posture, movement
and spatial orientation.
And Creek was definitely in need of her expertise. After
she fell ill following a flight to an Orlando dance convention,
Creek was diagnosed with benign paroxysmal positional
vertigo (BPPV), the most common disorder of the vestibular
system.
“About 24 hours after the flight, I was dancing and
choreographing the end of a piece when I heard ringing in my
right ear and it went completely out,” Creek said. “I thought I
had a clogged ear or sinus infection. The dizziness and being
off-balance happened the next day, and I had to get someone
else to teach my classes. I was able to teach the following day,
but I was very nauseated and very dizzy.”
After visiting two medical clinics and an emergency room,
Creek was told to get a steroid shot for her hearing once she
got home. “I got three shots within six weeks and was able to
regain some of my hearing,” she said. “But the worst part was
the vertigo and vestibular issues. That’s when I went to see
Susan.”
Geiger said BPPV is caused by misplaced calcium crystals
in the inner ear. About the size of a grain of sand, the crystals
normally stay attached to an area of the ear that helps the
brain sense gravity. But when they dislodge, BPPV sufferers can
mistakenly feel as if their heads are turning.
To accurately treat BPPV, therapists put patients through
a set of transitional moves to help confirm the diagnosis and
pinpoint the affected area of the inner ear.
“The last thing is the Dix-Hallpike maneuver, a specific
position you put the patient in to provoke symptoms of the
condition,” Geiger said. “I am looking for a twitching eyeball
movement called nystagmus.”
Once the condition is confirmed, patients undergo Epley’s
maneuver. The repositioning technique can return the calcium
crystals to their proper place.
“For some people, just one treatment clears up the BPPV,”
Geiger said. “But for most people, it takes another session or
two. Unfortunately, research says a high percentage of people
will have it happen again.”
Because Creek’s condition was particularly stubborn, she
underwent the maneuver several times. She also began therapy
exercises to help heal her damaged inner ear.
A sought-after teacher and choreographer for classes across
the country, Creek’s career hung in the balance if she couldn’t
recover. So Geiger made sure she addressed the dancer’s specific
weaknesses.
“I ended up asking her if I could watch her teach one
night,” Geiger said. “That helped decide the things she still
needed to work on. If you are a dancer and dizzy, those two
things don’t go together.”
After her dizziness and nausea faded, Creek still had to

At Methodist Outpatient Therapy in Flowood, Melanie Creek works with physical therapist and vestibular rehabilitation specialist Susan Geiger to overcome a
balance disorder.
deal with more subtle
signs of her vestibular
injury—fatigue, foggyheadedness and motion
sensitivity.
Geiger said the
symptoms often result
from trying to process
busy environments.
“A lot of noise or
visual stimulation
can overwhelm the
vestibular system,” she
said. “Places that can be
difficult include busy
restaurants or grocery
stores.”
To counter such
assaults on the senses,
Geiger advises patients
to shop at off times
and choose restaurant
seating that’s away from the majority of
the room. “I also encourage them not to
plan anything else if that is their event
for the day.”
As Creek can verify, it’s not wise to
overdo. “I had two bad days after I took
my kids to the fair,” she said. “It took me
awhile to understand overstimulation
is all connected to your eyes and ears. I
was walking around and there were five
million things going on at one time.”

needed. And when others complain
of dizziness, she tells them about her
experience.
“I heard someone the other day,
and I said you need to go to Susan. She
was such a blessing through all of this.
She was able to help when no one else
could.”

As someone with a Type A
personality, Creek has it tougher than
most. She owns studios in Madison
and Brandon, and a typical day is a
whirlwind of teaching, choreographing,
managing staff, registering students and
ordering costumes.
“I can never go home and clock
out,” she said. “I get 100 text messages
a day.”
Still, Creek said she has learned to
listen to her body more and rest when

As she leads her Madison students through an
improvisational dance session, Melanie Creek
displays why good balance control is so important to
her career.
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Tylertown Resident Celebrates the Holidays Cancer-Free
Thanks to SMRMC-Ochsner Partnership in McComb, Miss.
Oncology patient Molly Lee receives high-quality care close to home at the
Mississippi Cancer Institute at Southwest Mississippi Regional Medical Center

Southwest Mississippi Regional Medical
Center (SMRMC) in partnership with Ochsner
Health System has provided many patients
access to high-quality care close to home
including oncology patient Molly Lee of
Tylertown, Miss. A former teacher of advanced
high school math, Molly knows well the
value of the partnership and having access to
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leading cancer treatment and an expert team
of physicians and nurses within 30 minutes
of her home. Currently cancer-free, Molly is
thankful to spend the holidays with family
and friends thanks to The Mississippi Cancer
Institute (MCI) at SMRMC and Ochsner.
A self-described “person of faith,” Molly
led an active lifestyle, regularly visiting the

gym, working outdoors in her garden and staying
active with her three grandchildren. Therefore,
it surprised her when she broke her leg one
morning while working out at the gym, and was
further surprised days later during her yearly
wellness exam at the gynecologist when her blood
clotted before they could test it.
Her gynecologist referred her to Dr. Ronald
“Dwayne” Delrie, an Ochsner hematologistoncologist who specializes in blood diseases such
as anemia, sickle-cell disease and blood cancers
including leukemia and lymphoma. He practices
at MCI as well as Ochsner in New Orleans and
Baton Rouge.
In 2012, SMRMC decided to reintroduce
medical oncology services and take care of
southwest Mississippians under one roof, forming
MCI. Ochsner noticed in the rural area of
McComb that a large number of people were not
getting routine cancer screenings – colonoscopies,
pap smears and mammograms— because of the
distance they had to travel. Wishing to expand
on Southwest’s ability to serve its community,
Southwest Health System CEO Norman Price
approached Ochsner Health System to explore
possibilities. The medical center and Ochsner
formalized their partnership in 2016, introducing
a vibrant new era of cancer treatment.
After meeting with Molly, it didn’t take long
for Dr. Delrie to put the pieces together. One
week later, he told her his suspicions had been
confirmed—she had multiple myeloma, or cancer
of the bone marrow.
“At that moment, our lives changed
drastically,” Molly said. “Cancer runs in my
family, and I had always thought I would get
breast cancer or lung cancer. On my dad’s side
everyone died of cancer, so I was expecting it, but
not at this age.”
Molly immediately set out on an aggressive
treatment regimen. A PET scan showed tumors in
her back and leg that needed to be removed, so
she began chemotherapy at MCI, just 25 minutes
from her home. She made weekly visits over the
next five months; living in Tylertown, she valued
having to travel only a short distance to receive
care.
She received her radiation treatments to

remove the tumors from radiation-oncologist Dr.
Burnett Hanson at SMRMC. To Molly, the entire
team was very informative and accommodating
during a very difficult and uncertain time. Every
step of the way — at both SMRMC and Ochsner
in Louisiana, where she underwent a bone
marrow transplant — she had confidence in her
caregivers.
Receiving care at multiple facilities might
introduce confusion in ordinary circumstances,
but not in Molly’s case. “It was wonderful
having the Cancer Institute and Ochsner working
together because doctors at both ends had access
to my records at all times,” she said. “It was
great having doctors at different facilities both
taking care of me, both seeing what the other was
doing.”
Since SMRMC’s partnership with Ochsner in
2016, more patients have had access to cancer
care close to home near family and friends. In the
first six months of 2017, 2,870 patients received
treatment at MCI, compared to 1,591 in the same
period in 2016 and 1,591 in 2015.
Six months after Molly’s bone marrow
transplant, she recalled the period leading up
to that fateful broken leg. “I was very winded
and couldn’t walk around the yard without
getting weak. There were times I wondered if I
would ever be normal again,” she said. “But I’m
swimming 15 laps a day now. I feel like I’m back
to normal.”
Cancer, like most diseases, is treated more
successfully when caught early. Dr. Delrie names
two lifestyle factors above all others that can
reduce the chance of cancer.
“Day to day, if you could pick two things —
weight control and tobacco exposure,” he said. “A
healthy diet — fresh fruits and vegetables, lower
saturated fat and exercise— all generate more
antioxidants.”
Molly credits both her faith and the quality
care she received at Ochsner and MCI for coming
through the experience in one piece. “I never
felt any resentment or anger. I never shed a tear
about it,” she said. “I had a sense of peace that
God was going to take me through this. And it
has come to fruition. I’m in remission now.”
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Diabetic Foot Ulcers: As Dangerous As
Some Cancers
An estimated 29.1 million people have
diabetes, and nearly 28 percent of people
are undiagnosed. Age, diet, activity level,
obesity and heredity are all risk factors for
diabetes. People with diabetes can also
experience co-existing conditions such as
stroke, blindness, heart disease, kidney
failure and lower-limb amputation.
Annually, about 73,000 non-traumatic
lower-limb amputations were performed
in adults aged 20 years or older with
diagnosed diabetes. This accounts for
60 percent of non-traumatic lower-limb
amputations. People with an amputation
have a 50 percent mortality rate within
five years. Diabetes related amputations
often result from chronic wounds caused
by diabetes or diabetic foot ulcers. It is
estimated that 25 percent of all diabetics
will develop a diabetic foot ulcer.
There are several common factors
of diabetic foot ulcers including
neuropathy, peripheral arterial disease

(PAD) and deformities such as Charcot
foot. Neuropathy is a result of damage
to peripheral nerves and often causes
weakness, numbness and pain in hands and
feet. Similarly, PAD is caused by narrowed
arteries which reduces blood flow to the
limbs. Charcot foot is a deformity that
results from nerve damage in the foot or
ankle and causes injuries to go untreated,
leading to the breakdown of joints.
South Central Wound Care and
Hyperbaric Medicine Center recommends
the following to help prevent diabetic foot
ulcers:
• Annual foot examinations by a
healthcare provider
• Daily inspections of the feet by the
patient or family member
• Regular care of the feet, including
cleaning toenails and taking care of
corns and calluses
• Supportive, proper footwear (shoes
and socks)

Save Time
Save Lives
Download
our FREE
Mobile App
TODAY!

115 Tree Street, Flowood
601-981-3232 www.msblood.com
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Stacy Street, MD
General Surgeon
Medical Director of South Central Wound Care
and Hyperbaric Medicine

• Taking steps to improve circulation,

such as eating healthier and exercising
on a regular basis

Proper wound care techniques are
imperative to heal diabetic foot ulcers.
Debridement, the removal of damaged
tissue, is widely recognized as one of the
most important methods of advanced
wound care. Relieving pressure from the
wound, also known as off-loading, should
be included in the treatment of diabetic foot
ulcers, as well. Finally, controlling possible
infection is necessary because the diabetic
foot ulcer can be an entry point for bacteria.
South Central Wound Care and
Hyperbaric Medicine Center, located on
the ground floor of South Central Regional
Medical Center, has been recognized with
a national award for clinical excellence.
The center achieved outstanding clinical
outcomes for 12 consecutive months,
including patient satisfaction higher than 92
percent and a wound healing rate of at least
91 percent in less than 31 median days.
South Central Wound Care Center received
a Center of Distinction award for 2017.
Under the direction of Stacy Street, M.D.,
General Surgeon and Medical Director of
South Central Wound Care, patients are
provided individualized treatment plans
that include the most advanced wound
care therapies available today, including
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy. Hyperbaric
Oxygen Therapy allows the patient to
breathe pure oxygen in a pressurized room
for the treatment of wounds that will not
heal.

www.bcbsms.com
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi, A Mutual Insurance Company is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
® Registered Marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, an Association of Independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans.
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NMMC Neurosurgeon Implants State’s First
New Device for Seizures

Maggie Bushway of Shannon became the first person in Mississippi to receive a new device for treating patients with drug-resistant epilepsy. Neurosurgeon
Louis Rosa, M.D., implanted the device at NMMC in November 2017.
In November 2017 at North Mississippi Medical Center,
Maggie Bushway of Shannon became the first person in
Mississippi to receive a new device for treating patients with drugresistant epilepsy.
Approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration on Oct.
9, LivaNova’s latest Vagus Nerve Stimulation Therapy® System,
consists of the SenTiva™ implantable generator and the nextgeneration VNS Therapy Programming System. Together, these
components use smart technology to reduce the number of
seizures and lessen their duration.
Bushway, a 21-year-old junior broadcast journalism major at
the University of Mississippi, was only 7 years old when she was
diagnosed with a brain tumor. “She started having seizures, but
we didn’t realize it was a seizure. We had no idea there were so
many different types of seizures,” said her mother, Kathi. “When
she had a seizure, it was like an anxiety attack or like she was
overcome with fear. It wasn’t until she had a seizure in front of a
doctor that they were able to diagnose the seizure, and that led to
finding the brain tumor.”
Bushway underwent her first brain surgery in 2003, followed
by chemotherapy and a second surgery in 2004, and two more
surgeries in 2006. In 2008, she had a vagus nerve stimulator
implanted. The device, sometimes referred to as a “pacemaker
for the brain,” is placed under the skin on the chest wall and
connected by wire to the vagus nerve in the neck. Vagus nerve
stimulation (VNS Therapy®) helps prevent seizures by sending
regular, mild pulses of electrical energy to the brain via the vagus
nerve.
“It worked well to control her seizures,” her mother said.
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“Before, her doctors had to take some pretty drastic measures
when she had seizures, including inducing coma. Since 2008, she
has not had to be in the hospital.”
After graduating high school, Bushway attended Itawamba
Community College part-time for four years. In August, she
enrolled at Ole Miss and moved to the Oxford campus.
Neurologist Mark Fletcher, M.D., of Neurology Consultants in
Tupelo suggested it was time to look at replacing her nine-yearold vagus nerve stimulator and referred her to Louis Rosa, M.D., a
neurosurgeon on NMMC’s medical staff.
Fortunately, vagus nerve stimulator technology has made great
strides in recent years. “As these devices evolve, features are added,”
explained Dr. Rosa, who implanted her new SenTiva device at
NMMC on Nov. 2.
SenTiva is the first device of its size to include detect-andrespond mode, designed to prevent seizures before they start
and automatically deliver extra therapy to stop them. SenTiva
also collects and logs events commonly associated with seizures,
including a person’s body position and heart rate variations.
“Maggie has more seizures at night,” he said. “The new device
allows for customized programming, so we can actually ramp up
the device at night so she gets a higher dose then. The older device
didn’t give us the ability to tailor it to her.”
One common side effect of vagus nerve stimulation is
hoarseness or changes in voice tone, which has been particularly
troubling for a broadcast major like Bushway. “When her device
would kick in, all of a sudden her voice would change,” Dr. Rosa
said. “We have her new device programmed at lower activity during
the daytime so that she doesn’t lose her voice.”

84 million
Americans

Maybe even you,
have prediabetes.
Person-who-must-know-if-

so-and-so-is-reallydating-what’s-his-name.
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Transplant team player:
Seawright shines on national level

Seawright, center, and nurse Engaray Porter visit with transplant patient Johnny Coleman of Mobile, Ala.
When the University of Mississippi
Medical Center’s abdominal transplant
program got a serious reboot in 2011,
Dr. Ashley Seawright was already on the
care team that would soon produce a
significant uptick in patients receiving a
life-saving liver, pancreas or kidney.
Seawright, the Department of
Surgery’s clinical director of transplant
surgery and surgical oncology and
surgical chief of advanced practice, was
a transplant nurse practitioner when
Dr. Christopher Anderson, chairman of
the Department of Surgery, arrived at
UMMC that year. His charge: Bring back
the liver transplant program following
a 20-year hiatus and build up the
abdominal transplant team to keep that
momentum going.
Seawright’s contribution to that
successful effort, her leadership and
her dedication to ensuring a high
level of care for those receiving a new
organ are just a few reasons she’s being
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recognized by the American Society of
Transplant Surgeons with its Advanced
Transplant Provider Award. She accepted
the accolade during the society’s recent
annual meeting in Miami.
“This is a huge honor, incredibly well
deserved, and another indication that the
UMMC transplant program carries a lot
of respect nationally,” said Dr. Mark Earl,
associate professor of transplant surgery,
who Anderson recruited to the transplant
team in 2012.
Although the distinction is a personal
honor, Seawright said, “It’s a really big
deal for UMMC. My name is attached to
it, but what people will remember is that
UMMC got the award.”
Seawright wears many hats, but the
common thread is her coordination
of all transplant team members, Earl
said. “She’s the key, not just in caring
for patients herself, but in making
sure others on the team have the
infrastructure they need to make sure

patients receive world-class care.”
Seawright is a front-line caregiver who
recruits and trains new transplant nurse
practitioners, serving as a mentor. “She
leads by example and is willing to work
hard, stay late and go the extra mile to
make sure the patients are cared for and
all of their needs are met,” Earl said.
Seawright was nominated for the
ASTS honor, bestowed mostly on nurse
practitioners and physician’s assistants,
by transplant team members including
Anderson and Dr. James Wynn, professor
of transplant surgery. What followed
was an extensive review by the society’s
leadership team, Seawright said.
“Ashley is the glue that binds our
growing kidney, pancreas and liver
programs together as a leader in both
clinical practice and clinical program
administration,” Wynn wrote in his letter
nominating Seawright. “Our expansion
and growth would not have been
possible without Dr. Seawright.”

“I was happy to see that as a nurse
practitioner, I was being recognized
with my surgical peers nationally,” said
Seawright, an ASTS member. “One of
the things that’s so great about the ASTS
is that you not only meet with your
advanced practice peers throughout
the country, but you get to visit with
surgeons who have been very inclusive.
Dr. Wynn is very good at introducing us
to people from across the nation so that
we can share practice ideas.”
Seawright joined the UMMC
transplant team in 2007 as a nurse
practitioner after receiving her master of
science in nursing in the acute care nurse
practitioner program at the University
of Mississippi School of Nursing. She
received her bachelor of science in
nursing from Baylor University in 1997.
She earned her doctorate of nursing
practice from the Johns Hopkins
University School of Nursing in 2010,
then earned a certificate in 2011 from
the Millsaps College Business Advantage
Program. Seawright is an instructor
in the School of Medicine for the
Department of Surgery’s Division of
Abdominal Transplant and Hepatobiliary
Surgery, and she’s served as lead nurse
practitioner for the department since
April 2014.
“Since I began leading the program
2011, it has become clear to me that
through some troubling past times,
Ashley remained a stable role model
who championed communication,
collaboration and was uncompromising
about delivering quality patient care,”
Anderson said in a nomination letter.
“She has enthusiastically embraced
our program’s growth from a kidney
transplant program to now a highvolume kidney, pancreas and liver
transplant program. She continues to set
the bar for excellence in patient care, and
she supports evidence-based changes in
practice.”
Seawright is the only non-physician
serving on ASTS’s living donor

committee. Such connections show
UMMC’s growing reach in the national
transplant landscape, Earl said.
“Dr. Anderson is the Region 3
counselor, the lead representative for
the entire Southeast, on UNOS (the
United Network for Organ Sharing),”
Earl said. “Dr. Wynn is former
president of UNOS. I’m on a national
kidney transplant committee with
Dean Henderson (UMMC transplant
services administrator), and I’m on
the ASTS’ Vanguard committee that’s
responsible for putting together
meetings and awards, although I had
no part in Ashley’s award.
“Given our small size, we have a
fairly impressive leadership portfolio
in transplant nationally.”
Seawright and her husband of 20
years, Jon, live in Jackson’s Fondren

neighborhood and have “two beautiful
children,” she said. “My daughter,
Sarah Bradford, is 15 and a state
swimming champ. My son, Heath, is
12 and runs cross-country and swims.”
She’s grateful to be surrounded
by a family of caregivers that all give
uniquely of themselves to make sure
patients get the best care possible.
“I’m just one member of an
outstanding team,” Seawright said.
“It’s so important for our nurse
practitioners here to see that they are
doing great things.”
Said Wynn: “I have been fortunate
to work with several excellent
advanced transplant providers over the
course of my career, but have never
before worked with someone who
performs at Ashley’s high level in so
many areas.”

Ashley Seawright proudly displays her Advanced Transplant Provider Award in front of some of her team
members, back row from left, Dr. James Wynn, Toy Wolfe, Dr. Christopher Anderson, Steve Harvey, Hart
Berry, Lanecko Bailey, Julie George, and Dr. Mark Earl, and front row from left, Amanda Roberts, Dr.
Felicitas Koller, Jodie Kilby, Terri Traylor, Sherie Brock.
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Baptist Memorial Hospital-North Mississippi
Opens New Hospital

Baptist Memorial Hospital-North Mississippi in
Oxford is a 217-bed acute care facility serving the
northern third of Mississippi. One of the fastest
growing hospitals in the region, Baptist North
Mississippi recently completed construction on a
new hospital located at 1100 Belk Boulevard, just
across the street from the former facility. The new
facility allows Baptist-North-Mississippi to provide
even greater care to patients through its more than
100 medical and surgical specialists who represent
more than 30 specialty areas.
The five-story, 602, 831 square-foot facility was
designed for easy outpatient flow, patient privacy
and comfort in mind. The new, modern facility
offers patients and families larger rooms, updated
waiting areas, expanded services, and a smoother
admissions and discharge process, which all
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adds up to less stressful visits and greater patient
satisfaction.
The new facility features advanced technology
like the hybrid operating room, the first installation
in the U.S. of the newest FDA-approved Siemens
ARTIS pheno® system. The hybrid operating
room allows for less invasive and more precise
procedures, including heart surgery.
Additional expanded services include onsite
outpatient services for convenient follow-up care,
a larger emergency department with advanced
technology and more patient rooms, additional
surgical suites, an enhanced ICU, and a 13-bed
acute rehabilitation unit. The hospice rooms have
adjoining private family rooms so patients can
remain with their loved ones in a more comfortable
setting.

Baptist North Mississippi
offers a variety of services,
including cardiovascular surgery,
neurosurgery, a sleep clinic, weight
loss center, heartburn treatment
center, and the Baptist Cancer
Center.
The new $300 million hospital
is part of Baptist Memorial Health
Care’s $700 million investment
into the Oxford Community.
For more information about the
hospital, please call 662-636-1000
or visit northmiss.baptistonline.
org.
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Successful partnerships inspire
successful communities.
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JOMY, stroke survivor.

THIS IS WHAT HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE LOOKS LIKE.
You might not see or feel its symptoms, but the results – a heart attack or stroke – are far from invisible or silent.
If you’ve come off your treatment plan, get back on it, or talk with your doctor to create a new exercise,
diet and medication plan that works better for you.
Go to

LowerYourHBP.org before it’s too late.
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